
Speaker, Trainer, Consultant, and Coach providing motivation and Information 
to thousands of nonprofit professionals and volunteers nationwide

GINNY LANG

NONPROFIT SUPERHEROES:  ALWAYS ON THE MONEY TO MEET THE MISSION

Nonprofits are doing the most important work in the world. 
Hone your superpowers with Ginny’s most popular topics.

SPEAK WITH CONFIDENCE
Does that talk tomorrow keep you awake tonight? Learn the  

surprisingly simple steps to look and sound confident.

“Ginny helped me feel comfortable in my own skin as a presenter. It’s because of Ginny that I  
get excellent reviews from my students and add new workshops to my portfolio every year.” 

— JESSICA, NONPROFIT COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANT 

• Discover the 4 Big Tips to overcome discomfort and feel empowered, in control in front of any size audience.

• Take away Ginny’s 3 simply powerful outlines for “How I Look”, “How I Sound”, and “How I Organize”. 

• Learn the 3 best ways to practice for audiences big or small so you’re calm, cool, and prepared. 

DISCOVER 4 BASIC NONPROFIT TOOLS TO CHANGE YOUR GAME 
Fundraising / Operations / Planning / People

“Ginny has a wealth of knowledge and expertise that is truly valuable. She offers real world experience  
as well as a huge variety of materials and resources. Plus, she is simply a joy to be around!”

— TAMARA AT UNITED WAY 

• Fundraising—Understand the One Key Strategy that makes staff and board members good at raising 
money for your cause.

• Operations—Feel confident and ready with 4 No Nonsense Tips that make your next meeting more 
effective, improve relationships among your co-workers, and facilitate delegation to spread the workload.

• Planning—Set yourself free by discovering how this simple, uncommon framework for success can 
turn that to-do list into an outcome machine so you’re achieving, not just doing. 

• People—Learn to use the engaging Affinity Game to identify the people and partnerships that can help 
your organization thrive now and carry you to a more connected future. 

BURNOUT ERADICATED. IT’S NOT HYPE, IT’S REAL!
Nonprofit folk give and give. Burnout is our most common enemy and we forget to care for our own wellbeing.  

Remember how, and become a better, even SUPER, Supervisor, Employee, Board member, or Volunteer.

“Ginny knocked our socks off with straight talk, humor, and insights that we can use right away.”
— LESLIE AT WA STATE COMMUNITY THEATRE ASSOCIATION 

• Learn 4 insightful steps to Overcome the Overwhelm that can paralyze you from getting things done. 
• Get the tools to stay energized, even when you’re running on empty. 
• Discover the inspiring secret to getting what you need from your work so you have more to give back. 



“GINNY’S EXPERTISE IN THE WORLD OF NONPROFIT 
ORGANIZATIONS IS BOUNDLESS. 

Her professionalism, passion, creativity and humor  
bring the worlds of business and the arts together to the 

benefit of many. Simply put, hire Virginia Lang while you have  
the opportunity. She has become our valued business  

associate and a lasting friend of our organization.”
— CLAUDE, FORT SMITH CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU

“I have been consistently impressed with Ginny’s steady pace,  
positive energy and her ability to mediate, moderate and  

articulate what any audience most needs to hear.”
— CHRISTINE AT BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS

“So clearly presented, speaker top notch, knowledgeable, and 
experienced. Love the handouts!”

— ATTENDEE AT WASHINGTON NONPROFITS WORKSHOP 

“Ginny is super knowledgeable and interesting to listen to. 
She demystified so many nonprofit processes for me.”

— JONATHAN AT LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS FOR THE ARTS

“Ginny helped us approach old topics with fresh strategies and  
easy concepts. We left with more energy to get the work done”

— CHRISTINA AT PLANNED PARENTHOOD

“Clear, concise, useable information. Empowering, hopeful — 
combined the humanity of the subject with the systems.”

— ATTENDEE AT BFET CONFERENCE

Ginny delivers these high-energy, relevant topics as keynotes or workshops of varying lengths. Presentations include 
worksheets and interactive feedback and are rewarded with raves and invitations to return and rework her magic.

Ginny Lang is a riveting speaker and 
trainer and an expert in planning and 
development. Her easy, energized, 
connection with audiences of all sizes and 
her attitude-changing wisdom and humor 
have motivated dedicated, mission-driven 
individuals for over 30 years. 

Ginny’s theatre background and years of 
performance, combined with her deep 
knowledge of the workings and culture 
of nonprofits, give her the uncanny 
ability to read any room and give any 
audience a riveting and motivating treat. 
She is always a pleasure to meet, a joy 
to work with, and a fountain of long 
experience and expertise, who adds 
value to every engagement.

Ginny is the founder of Lang Consulting 
and Enlightened Volunteers©, a toolkit 
to raise the mutual benefit for nonprofit 
organizations and the people who work 
with and for them.

CONTACT GINNY TODAY for a 
custom quote so she can energize  
your conference, workshop, retreat,  
or training. You’ll be glad you did!

GINNY LANG 
Lang Consulting

Helping Nonprofits to Thrive

Ginny@LangConsult.com

LangConsult.com • 360-319-6207


